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We present a study of the correlations in the arrival times of about 106 single and multiple
muons detected by the first two MACRO supermodules. The time correlations, from millisec-
onds to several hundreds of seconds, have been analyzed in terms of the random distribution,
with which they are consistent. An analysis of the arrival times (up to 180 ns) of the muons from
the same multimuon event is also given.
1. Introduction
It is generally assumed that galactic cosmic rays have a random arrival time
distribution. But there may be mechanisms which introduce time modulations. For
example, Weekes suggested that the arrival times of cosmic rays originating from a
nearby pulsar could be modulated with a frequency equal to the rotation frequency
of the pulsar [1]. Similar effects could arise in other types of sources of cosmic rays.
For charged primary cosmic rays (protons, light and heavy nuclei) the magnetic
fields between the source and the earth will reduce or eliminate such modulations,
with the exception of the highest energy cosmic rays. Although the characteristic
period of the pulsar might be completely masked (because particles with slightly
different pitch angles will have different flight times), the pulsed injection could
still lead to a generally anomalous distribution on short times scales. Also the
injection of cosmic rays from supernova-like events could yield similar detectable
effects.
A number of experiments have reported a non-random component in the arrival
times of very high energy cosmic rays [2,3]. Bhat et al. [21,analyzing Cherenkov
light pulses produced in the atmosphere by the showers generated by protons and
other hadronic cosmic rays with E~>100 TeV, reported a correlation at times
~ 40 s. Badino et al. [3], using an underground detector in the Mont Blanc tunnel
at a depth of 5000 hg/cm2 of standard rock, reported a similar signal at times of
38 s for muons with energies larger than E,, 380 GeV, originating from
primaries with E~~ 50 TeV.
Other experiments have not found any signal [4—10].
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In this paper we report a study of the time distributions of single and multiple
muons detected by the streamer tube system of the first two MACRO supermod-
ules and by the scintillators of the first supermodule. MACRO is a large-area
underground detector located in the Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Assergi,
Italy, at an average depth of 4000 m.w.e. [11]. Its primary aims are the search for
rare particles and rare phenomena in the cosmic radiation. Because of its size (140
m
2 per supermodule) it can study high-energy cosmic rays with large statistics. The
mean energy of the muons reaching MACRO from above is KEJ.,) 200 GeV; the
corresponding minimum muon energy at the surface is 1.4 TeV; the primary
cosmic ray has an energy ~s 20 TeV [12]. For events with muon multiplicity ~ 2
the mean primary energy is ~ 200 TeV.
About 106 muon events were observed in a period of about one year. The
arrival time distributions of consecutive muons from milliseconds to several hun-
dred seconds have been measured and analysed in terms of the random distribu-
tion function, with which they are consistent. A study is also made of the arrival
times, from 18 ns to 180 ns, of the muons from the same multi-muon event.
Delayed muons may arise from decays of massive, quasi-stable particles. Thus the
physics motivations for this search are quite different from those of the previous
two searches, which are mainly astrophysical. Nevertheless we include them here
because this paper is mainly concerned with a general search of time correlations
arising from any cause.
2. Data and analysis
We have used data from the first supermodule (SM) and also from the
combination of the first and second supermodules. One supermodule has dimen-
sions 12 m X 12 m X 4.8 m, SQ = 800 m2sr. It is made of two horizontal layers of
liquid scintillation counters, ten horizontal layers of limited streamer tubes and
one horizontal layer of track-etch detectors. Three of the vertical sides are closed
by six layers of streamer tubes and one layer of scintillators [11].
In the first SM three muon triggers were based only on scintillation information
and one muon trigger was based only on streamer tube information. In the second
SM only the muon streamer tube trigger was operational.
The muon samples were selected from the data using our software reconstruc-
tion stream. In order to further clean the sample, a few loose additional require-
ments on the streamer tube informations were added. The selection criteria were
[11]:
(i) The OR of the following conditions:
~ 4 planes of horizontal wires
~ 3 planes of the West, the East or the North face wires.
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TABLE I
Running periods and number of single and multiple muon events for the muon samples from the
limited streamer tube system. Multiplicities larger than I were computed on the basis of wire tracks
only. Two supermodules were operational in the last two periods. See text for period definitions
Period Muons Total After cuts SM
A single 240970 227880 1
multiple 9610 9020 1
B single 179940 175410 1
multiple 7260 6910 1
C single 125280 109420 1+2
multiple 7810 7110 1+2
D single 445 230 407 420 1 + 2
multiple 21290 19820 1+2
The subsequent requirement for finding a track is based on the alignment of at
least four horizontal streamer tubes hits (wires or strips);
(ii) Rejection of events that have a large electromagnetic shower and/or noise in
the streamer tubes.
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Fig. 1. The number of single muons per hour for the 183 selected runs of period (D). (a) Time evolution
and (b) histogram; the solid curve is the fit with a gaussian distribution (its half width is consistent with
what is expected on the basis of statistics).
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For all events selected in this way, a Data Summary Tape (mini-DST) was
made, based on the event header; in particular, the time of arrival was obtained
from the atomic clock, both for the streamer tube data and for scintillator data.
The precision of the clock is about 1 ms absolute and 0.1 ms relative.
The data were divided into four periods (see table 1):
(A) From February 28 till May 30, 1989 (Spring 89);
(B) From November 11, 1989 till January 27, 1990 (Fall 89);
(C) From May 10 till June 15, 1990, two supermodules (Spring 90);
(D) From June 21 till September 12, 1990, two supermodules (Summer 90).
Events occurring during calibrations were rejected; runs which lasted less than 3
hours were not considered since they were test runs or ended because of power
failures (a typical run lasted on the average 10 hours). A single muon event means
a track with multiplicity equal to 1 both in the wire and strip streamer tube views.
Multiple muons are events with multiplicity > 2 in the wire view. In fig. 1 the
number of single muon events per hour are plotted for period (D). The data falls
well within the expected statistical fluctuations. Period (D) has larger statistics
than the other periods and most of the detailed analysis is done on these data. In
table 1 the number of events considered are also given. We have about an order of
magnitude more data than previous experiments.
For the analysis of the time correlations we study for each muon arriving at time
t1J~the time difference of the next muon ~ — t0) and of the following four muons,
(t2 — t0), (t3 — t0), (t~— t0) and (i’5 — t0).
The data were corrected for muon trigger dead times: after each trigger there is
an average dead time of 70 ms in the first supermodule, where also scintillators are
operational, 10 ms in the second supermodule where only streamer tubes are
operational. In the periods with two supermodules 55% of the triggers were due to
muons; the remaining triggers were due to non-muon events (natural radioactivity,
etc). The effect of this dead time is apparent in the (t1 — t0) distribution at small
times, see insert in fig. 2. We estimated in period (D) a loss of 2670 muon events,
out of 407420. The (t1 — t0) distribution was fitted using data at times larger than
100 ms, where no losses occur, and using data after repopulating the bins at small
times: there is no change in the parameters. The (~2— ~ (t3 — t0), (t4 — t11) and
(t5 — t~)distributions were corrected by re-populating the DST with 2670 events at
an average weighted time of 30 ms after every 407420/2670 events.
The experimental time distributions, shown in figs. 2—5, will be discussed in
terms of the random distribution and of the Kolmogorov—Smirnov test.
3. Fits of the data to the gamma function
The time distribution data were fitted to the gamma function (poissonian of
order M)
A(At)M~ e~t
G(t; A, A’!) =N (A’!— 1)! ‘ (1)
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Fig. 2. Distributions of the time separation between two consecutive single muon events (t1 — t4) for the
four periods (A)—(D) of table I. The lines (visible only at large times) represent the exponential fits of
table 2 after correcting the data for dead time.
where A is the inverse of the mean value of the time difference (t1 — t~)between
two consecutive muons, M is the order of the distribution and N is a normaliza-
tion factor. For the (t1 — t~)fits we left 1/A as a free parameter, using M = 1.
For M = 1, eq. (1) reduces to an exponential function
G(t; A, 1) =‘NA c_At. (2)
The fits of the (t~— t0) data to eq. (1) have reasonable ~
2/d.o.f. (typically equal
to 1, see table 2). The A-coefficient should be numerically the same for all order
distributions of the same period. In fact the experimental distributions of order M
(M ~ 2) are well described by the gamma function of order M with parameter A
determined from the (t
1 — t0) first-order distribution, but with ~
2/d.o.f. slightly
larger than 1. Direct fits of the higher-order distributions to eq. (1) yield values of
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Fig. 3. The distributions of the time separation between two consecutive multi-muon events for samples
(A)—(D). The lines represent the exponential fits of table 2.
1/A equal, within errors, to that from the (t~— t0) distribution yield x
2/d.o.f.
values of order 1 (see table 2).
4. The Kolmogorov—Smirnov test
In order to search for possible structures in the time arrival distributions, we
have used the Kolmogorov—Smirnov test, which compares the cumulative distribu-
tion F(x) of the experimental data with the expected random distribution H(x).
The measure of the deviation is d=maxlF(x)—H(x)j, where F(x) and H(x)
are the cumulative distributions of f(x) (data) and h(x) (expected) respectively. In
terms of this quantity, F(x) agrees with H(x, A), where A is taken from the data,
with a probability of compatibility between the expected and the measured
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Fig. 4. (a) The (t2 — t~)time distribution for single muons of period (D). (b) The corresponding quantity
y is equal to the theoretical random (t2 — t0) distribution minus the experimental (t2 — t~)distribution
divided by the theoretical random (12 — t0) distribution vs. (t, — t0). (c) The Kolmogorov—Smirnov test.
The probability of the random distribution is 15.0%.
distributions given by Pk(d > observed) = QkSUN
Td), where Qk,(x) =
2~7_~(— 1)’ e _12x2 [13].
5. Discussion of the time correlations with streamer tubes
Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the time separation between consecutive single
muon events for the four data periods mentioned above. The distributions are
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Fig. 5. Time distributions of (t3 — t5), (t4 — t5) and (t5 — t~)for multiple muons of period (D). The lines
are obtained from the fits of the (t1 — t~)data to the gamma function, see table 2.
clearly exponential, indicating the random nature of the bulk of the cosmic ray
muon arrival times. Table 2 gives the parameter A of eq. (1) after fitting the
distribution to the data. The fit has a reasonable ~
2/d.o.f. Also the results of the
Kolmogorov—Smirnov tests is given in table 2. The slopes of the distributions for
periods (C) and (D) are about twice those for period (A) and (B) because of the
different acceptance.
Fig. 6 shows for the (t~— t
0) single muon data of period (D): (a) the percentage
difference between the data and the fitted random distribution and (b) the result
of the Kolmogorov—Smirnov test: F(x) — H(x) I versus (t1 — t0); the fit to the
random distribution yields a probability of 88.4%.
Fig. 3 shows the time distributions (t1 — t0) for multiple muon events of periods
(A)—(D). The multimuon selection corresponds to selecting higher energy pri-
maries. Also these distributions are well represented by exponential functions.
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TABLE 2
Results of the fits of the M-fold time distributions for single and multiple muon events to the gamma
function leq. (1)] for the data of period (D). Notice that the fits use data points in finer bins than what
is shown in the figures
Distribution Fit to each distribution Probability of
I/k g2/d.o.f. Kolmogorov test
(5) (%)
Single muons
(t
1 t~) 14.66±0.03 228/249 88.4
(t, — t0) 14.77±0.03 325/346 13.8
(t3— t~) 14.73±0.02 478/399 32.2
(t4 — t~) 14.70±0.02 495/449 49.6
(t5 — t~1) 14.69 ±0.02 702/499 64.2
Multiple muons
(t1 — t~) 306±3 194/199 97.8
(t2 t~) 306±2 294/299 63.3
(t3 — t~) 306±2 280/299 86.2
(t4 — t~) 305±2 362/349 50.2
(t5 t~) 305±2 370/399 29.0
>• 0
o 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
(t1—t0) (0.5s/b~n)
0.01
b)
Q ~ ..I.I,, I I I I I I I I
0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
(t1—t0) (O.5s/bmn)
Fig. 6. (a) The quantity of fig. 4 vs. (t, — t0) for the single muon data of period (D). (b) Results of the
Kolmogorov—Smirnov test of the (t1 — t~) distribution for the same period (D) (see text). The
probability of the random distribution is P5 = 88.4%.
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The time region between 0 and 60 seconds was further explored in detail in
both single and multiple muon samples: they do not show any indication of
structure.
Fig. 4 shows the distribution (12 — t0) of the following consecutive muons, for
single muon events for data from period (D). The data have a smooth appearance,
with no indications of structures, as confirmed by the plots of figs. 4b, c.
The Kolmogorov—Smirnov test for the (tM — ~ distributions (M = 1 ± 5) gives
probabilities ~k greater than 14% for all distributions, thus confirming the
agreement with the random distribution.
Fig. 5 shows the (t3 — ta), (14 — t~)and (15 — ~ distributions for multimuon
events of period (D). No deviations from smooth curves are seen.
6. Time correlations with scintillators data
In order to explore smaller time intervals we used the data from the scintillators
from the first supermodule analyzed by the PHRASE circuits [11],which represent
the dedicated circuitry for searches for neutrinos from stellar collapses.
The data for period (D) were selected using the same general criteria as for the
streamer tube data, that is eliminating calibrations and runs with durations smaller
than 3 hours. The dead time of this apparatus is about 3 ms for a single
scintillation counter, but since it is unlikely that the next muon falls on the same
scintillator, the effective dead time is at least 10 time smaller. Thus one can
explore very small time intervals with almost no dead time losses.
The scintillation counters are grouped in three blocks: horizontal top layer,
horizontal bottom layer and verticals. A muon is defined as a coincidence within
160 ns of two layers of scintillation counters. No other software cut is applied.
Fig. 7 shows the (t~— t~)time distribution for single muons from period (D)
analysed by the scintillators of the first supermodule. No structure is seen in the
time interval 20 ms—10 s. Fits of the distributions measured with the scintillators
yield x
2/d.o.f. ‘~ 0.9. The A-value obtained from the scintillators may be compared
with that obtained from the streamer tubes keeping in mind that the difference in
effective surface is known to about 2%. The A-values agree to within this precision.
7. Search for time correlations on a submicrosecond time scale
MACRO is instrumented to measure time differences with 2 nanosecond
resolution between muon induced signals up to about 180 ns. We have used this to
search for time correlations between muons in a single multimuon event in the
interval of 18 ns to 180 ns after the average arrival time of a muon group.
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Fig. 7. The (t1 — t~)time distribution at small time intervals for the data of period (D) obtained by the
scintillation counters (see text). Each bin is 10 ms wide.
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Fig. 8. Distributions of the time differences between the average arrival time and the arrival time of
each muon for a sample of multi-muon events (notice the logarithmic scale in the vertical axis). There
are no events in the range 18—180 ns.
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The temporal decoherence between the several muons in a multi-muon event is
a distribution covering about ±10 ns from the mean arrival time and this is shown
in fig. 8 for 35 832 tracks of events with two or more tracks (each having two
counters intercepted and more than 4 m of path length). Here we are not
addressing this decoherence distribution and we show it for reference only; it will
be fully discussed in a future paper. We have observed no events in the 18—180 ns
time interval. This is consistent with the number of events expected (0.0022) from
the number of single muon tracks with two counters intercepted (631 735) and
from the rate (about 0.021 Hz).
8. Conclusions
We have presented data on the time of arrival distributions of cosmic ray muons
with energies larger than 1.4 TeV (at sea level) in the first two supermodules of the
MACRO detector at the underground Gran Sasso National Laboratory. About 106
selected events were used: the detailed analysis of period (D) (from June 21 till
September 27, 1990) involves 407420 muons. The muon arrival times, from
milliseconds to several hundreds of seconds, follow closely the random distribu-
tion; there are no indications of deviations or of time anisotropies.
The search for nanosecond correlations in muons from the same muon bundle
yields result consistent with the experimental time resolution, with no indication of
delayed particles for times between 18 and 180 ns.
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